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OPEC+ May ‘Reconsider’ Output Hikes – Kuwaiti Minister.  

Kuwait’s Oil Minister, Mohammad Abdulatif al-Fares, has suggested 

that last month’s decision by signatories to the OPEC+ output accord 

to raise production may have to be reviewed. Under the current 

agreement, output restrictions have begun to be reduced by 400,000 

bpd per month until September next year by which time the 

outstanding balance will reach zero. “The markets are slowing. Since 

COVID-19 has begun its fourth wave in some areas, we must be 

careful and reconsider this increase. There may be a halt to the 

400,000 bpd increase. Economies of East Asian countries and China 

remain affected by COVID-19 and caution must be exercised. There 

are meetings with OPEC countries, especially the Gulf Cooperation 

Council countries, and so far there are different views on how to 

handle this issue,” the minister was quoted as saying by ‘Reuters’.  All 

eyes will now be on the next OPEC+ technical and ministerial 

committee meeting which is due to take place this coming Wednesday, 

although our opinion is that there will probably be no adjustment at this 

stage.  

 

Libyan Oil Firm Halts Production – Hurricane Ida Concerns Ease.   

A Benghazi based subsidiary of the state-owned Libyan National Oil 

Company has reportedly suspended production due to a lack of funds. 

According to the ‘Arab News’ website, the Arabian Gulf Oil Company 

(AGOCO) posted this announcement on its Facebook page claiming 

that it had not yet received its share of the unity government’s budget 

allocations. AGOCO’s fields can produce up to 300,000 bpd but this is 

the second time this year that the company has been forced to 

suspend its crude oil output, which in turn will likely push Libya’s 

overall production below 1 mio bpd again. Meanwhile most of the Gulf 

of Mexico’s crude output and refining activities went temporarily offline 

this past weekend ahead of the arrival of hurricane ‘Ida’, although 

concerns that it could cause a major disruption has since eased as the 

hurricane weakened from a category-4 to a category-1 overnight.  
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Iran Appoints New Head Of Its Atomic Energy Agency.  

Iran’s President has selected Mohammad Eslami to become the new head of the country’s atomic energy 

agency. Eslami, is a qualified engineer and previously served as transport minister, director of Iran’s Aircraft 

Manufacturing Industrial Company and deputy head of the Aerospace Industries Organization.  Meanwhile, 

Ayatollah Ali Khamenei accused the Biden administration of being the same as Trump’s with regards to the 

nuclear issue. "America's current administration is no different from the previous one, because what it 

demands from Iran on the nuclear issue is different in words, but the same thing that Trump demanded. The 

Americans truly have no shame on the nuclear issue, and even though they withdrew from the JCPOA they 

now talk in a way and make demands as it was Iran that withdrew," Khamenei was quoted as saying by 

‘France-24’ this past weekend. His comments come as Russia’s Foreign Minister called for talks on reviving 

the JCPOA agreement to be restarted as soon as possible.  

 

Nine Countries Attend Regional Summit In Iraq.  

Iraq hosted a one-day summit in Baghdad this past weekend which was attended by various leaders and 

senior officials from Egypt, Jordan, Kuwait, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, the UAE, Turkey, Iran and France. The 

event was titled the ‘Baghdad Conference for Co-operation’ and was aimed at boosting security and 

economic cooperation in the region as well as attracting new investment into Iraq. "We hope that the 

Baghdad conference will be a new station to achieve aspirations of the Iraqi people and the people of the 

region, and we seek to activate projects and restore life in all cities of Iraq," the Iraqi Prime Minister Mustafa 

al-Kadhimi stated during his opening address, adding that terrorism was “a common danger for all, and 

eliminating it requires confronting the conditions that allow its growth". Attendees also conducted a number 

of bilateral discussions during the gathering, with the UAE’s Vice-President and Prime Minister of the UAE 

and Ruler of Dubai, Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum, meeting with the Emir of Qatar, Sheikh 

Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani.  

 

Lebanon’s New PM Still Struggling To Form Cabinet.  

A month into the job and Lebanon’s latest Prime Minister designate, Najib Mikati, admitted recently that he 

was still running into major obstacles in forming a government. Meanwhile one of the country’s most senior 

Muslim clerics, Grand Mufti Sheikh Abdul Latif Derian, has warned that Lebanon was approaching a 

complete collapse unless action to reverse the ongoing economic crises was taken soon. “We fear that the 

patience of Lebanese will run out and that we will all fall into the furnace of complete chaos, manifestations 

of which we have started to see in all fields. The matter requires serious and immediate treatment otherwise 

we are truly going to what is worse and to complete collapse," Sheikh Derian was quoted as saying by 

‘Reuters’ last Friday.  

 

Zambia Prioritizes IMF Support.  

Zambia’s Finance Minister, Situmbeko Musokotwane, said yesterday that the country’s newly elected 

government recognized the importance of bringing public spending under control and reaching an agreement 

with the IMF over an economic support program as soon as possible. “Unless we do something to the 

budget, then the budget will be mainly for paying salaries and also servicing debt with nothing left over to 

invest in developing the country,” the minister was quoted as saying by ‘Reuters’, adding that “the answer is 

to talk to the people we owe money so that we can pay at a slower pace stretched over a longer period.” 

Musokotwane, has previously served as deputy central bank governor and held positions at both the IMF 

and World Bank.  

 

Saudi Arabia’s CB Adjusts Investment Portfolio.  

The Saudi Arabian Monetary Authority increased its investments in foreign securities by SAR 4.50 bio to 

SAR 1.130 trio during the month of July, an 11% rise y/y, according to data published within its latest monthly 

report. SAMA also lowered the amount it holds as deposits with overseas banks by SAR 21 bio to SAR 244 

bio last month. Meanwhile the bank’s total assets rose by SAR 6.40 bio to SAR 1.848 trio in July. You can 

access more details on this subject here.  

 

 

https://www.arabnews.com/node/1919281/business-economy
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Another South African Firm Exits Nigeria.  

The South Africa based beverage & food conglomerate, Tiger Brands, has reportedly agreed to sell its 49% 

shareholding in Nigeria’s UAC Foods Limited to UAC Nigeria Plc. This announcement follows a similar 

decision by Africa’s largest food retailer Shoprite, to offload its retail operations in Nigeria to a local firm two 

months ago, joining a number of other South African companies such as Mr Price, Woolworths and 

Truworths who have all also withdrawn from the west African country over the past few years.   

 

Tecnicas Reunidas Wins EPC Contract In Qatar.  

Spain’s Technicas Reunidas has reportedly been awarded a major engineering, procurement, and 

construction contract at Qatar Petroleum’s North Field Expansion Project, according to the ‘LNG Industry’ 

website.  

  

  

FX/RATES & CRUDE MARKETS: 
Indication Levels Only – Please Contact us on Reuters Dealing Codes FABA/FABU for any live pricing and/or information. 
 

 

AED AND SAR IRS SPREADS  

Currency 1Y 2Y 3Y 4Y 5Y 6Y 7Y 10Y 

AED SPREAD +19/25 +24/30 +28/34 +31/37 +33/39 +37/43 +41/47 +48/54 

SAR SPREAD +68/74 +72/78 +78/84 +88/94 +98/104 +102/108 +113/119 +129/135 

  Note: We can quote options in the AED & SAR. 
 

 
 

AND FINALLY… 

Did you know that liquefied natural gas (LNG) is made when natural gas is cooled to a temperature of 

minus 162 Celsius?  When it becomes liquid its volume is reduced 615 times. 
 

 
 
 
 
Glenn Wepener 

Executive Director 

Market Insights & Strategy 

FAB Global Markets 

Email: Marketinsights&strategy@bankfab.com 
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Currency Spot 1M 2M 3M 6M 9M 12M 2Y 
USD/AED  3.67295/305 Par/+1 Par/+1.5 Par/+2 2/5 3/8 8/13 40/60 

USD/SAR 3.7508/11 6/9 8/13 15/20 32/42 50/60 58/68 130/160 

USD/KWD 0.30070/90 19/24 38/48 65/75 130/150 200/230 265/295 400/500 

USD/OMR 0.38498/503 Par/+10 5/15 15/30 50/65 90/120 150/180 420/520 

USD/BHD 0.37698/703 19/24 30/45 50/65 100/130 150/180 200/250 375/525 

USD/MAD 8.7800/8.8300 50/100 100/200 150/300 350/750 400/800 600/1500 1800/3800 

USD/EGP NDF 15.7007 15.79/15.84 15.90/15.95 16.02/16.07 16.38/16.43 16.78/16.83 17.17/17.22 - 

USD/JOD 0.7078/83 30/80 40/140 70/170 150/400 250/550 400/800 700/1700 

USD/NGN NDF  411.23 413.00/416.00 416.00/419.00 419.50/424.50 430.50/436.50 442.00/452.00 455.00/465.00 (NAFEX) 

USD/GHS NDF 6.0400 6.07/6.13 6.13/6.19 6.19/6.27 6.37/6.47 6.55/6.70 6.77/6.92 - 

USD/TND 2.7800/8000 150/350 300/700 500/1000 600/1600 1200/2200 1700/3000 4000/6000 

Crude Oil Futures        

WTI 67.70        

Brent 72.05        

** (GCC FX indications above are offshore levels only) 
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Disclaimer: This communication has been prepared by individual personnel of First Abu Dhabi Bank PJSC or its affiliates 

(collectively, “FAB”) and, accordingly, it may not represent the views of FAB. FAB is licensed and regulated by the 

Central Bank of the United Arab Emirates and its registered office address is P.O. Box 6316, 1 – Al Qurm, Abu Dhabi, 

the United Arab Emirates. This communication is directed at persons (i) who have been or can be classified by FAB as 

eligible counterparties, professional clients or sophisticated investors, (ii) who have experience in matters relating to 

investments and (iii) other persons to whom it may otherwise lawfully be communicated. No other person should review 

the contents or access the products or transactions discussed in this communication.  All material contained herein, 

including any proposed terms and conditions, is indicative and for discussion purposes only, is subject to change without 

notice, is strictly confidential, may not be reproduced and is intended for your consideration only. It does not include a 

number of terms and conditions that will be included in any actual transaction and final terms and conditions are subject 

to further discussion and negotiation nor does it purport to identify all applicable risks. This communication is not a 

commitment to deal in any product, offer financing or enter into any transaction described herein. FAB is not acting as 

your agent, fiduciary or investment adviser and is not managing your account. The provision of information in this 

communication is not based on your individual circumstances and must not be relied upon as an assessment of 

suitability for you of a particular product or transaction. It does not constitute investment advice and FAB makes no 

recommendation as to the suitability of any of the products or transactions mentioned. Even if FAB possesses 

information as to your objectives in relation to any transaction, series of transactions or trading strategy, this is not 

sufficient for, and does not constitute, any assessment of suitability for you of any transaction, series of transactions or 

trading strategy. Save in those jurisdictions where it is not permissible to make such a statement, FAB hereby informs 

you that this communication should not be considered as a solicitation or offer to sell or purchase any securities, deal in 

any product or enter into any transaction. You should make any trading or investment decisions in reliance on your own 

analysis and judgment and/or that of your independent advisors and not in reliance on FAB and any decision whether or 

not to adopt any strategy or engage in any transaction will not be FAB’s responsibility. FAB does not provide investment, 

accounting, tax, financial, legal, regulatory or other advice; such matters as well as the suitability of a potential 

transaction or product or investment should be discussed with your independent advisors. Prior to dealing in any product 

or entering into any transaction, you and the senior management in your organization should determine, without reliance 

on FAB, (i) the economic risks or merits, as well as the investment, accounting, tax, financial, legal and regulatory 

characteristics and consequences of dealing with any product or entering into the transaction (ii) that you are able to 

assume these risks, (iii) that such product or transaction is appropriate for a person with your experience, investment 

goals, financial resources or any other relevant circumstance or consideration. Where you are acting as an adviser or 

agent, you should evaluate this communication in light of the circumstances applicable to your principal and the scope of 

your authority. Any prices used herein, unless otherwise specified, are indicative. Although all information has been 

obtained from, and is based upon sources believed to be reliable, it may be incomplete or condensed, it has not been 

verified by FAB and its accuracy cannot be guaranteed.  FAB makes no representation or warranty, expressed or 

implied, as to the accuracy of the information, the reasonableness of any assumptions used in calculating any illustrative 

performance information or the accuracy (mathematical or otherwise) or validity of such information. Any opinions 

attributed to FAB constitute FAB’s judgment as of the date of the relevant material and are subject to change without 

notice. Provision of information may cease at any time without reason or notice being given. Commissions and other 

costs relating to any dealing in any products or entering into any transactions referred to in this communication may not 

have been taken into consideration. Any scenario analysis or information generated from a model is for illustrative 

purposes only. Where the communication contains “forward-looking” information, such information may include, but is not 

limited to, projections, forecasts or estimates of cashflows, yields or return, scenario analyses and proposed or expected 

portfolio composition. Any forward-looking information is based upon certain assumptions about future events or 

conditions and is intended only to illustrate hypothetical results under those assumptions (not all of which are specified 

herein or can be ascertained at this time). It does not represent actual termination or unwind prices that may be available 

to you or the actual performance of any products and neither does it present all possible outcomes or describe all factors 

that may affect the value of any applicable investment or product. Actual events or conditions are unlikely to be 

consistent with, and may differ significantly from, those assumed.  FAB shall not be under an obligation to update any 

information contained in this communication. Illustrative performance results may be based on mathematical models that 

calculate those results by using inputs that are based on assumptions about a variety of future conditions and events and 

not all relevant events or conditions may have been considered in developing such assumptions. Accordingly, actual 

results may vary and the variations may be substantial. The products or transactions identified in any of the illustrative 

calculations presented herein may therefore not perform as described and actual performance may differ, and may differ 

substantially, from those illustrated in this communication. When evaluating any forward looking information you should 

understand the assumptions used and, together with your independent advisors, consider whether they are appropriate 

for your purposes. You should also note that the models used in any analysis may be proprietary, making the results 

difficult or impossible for any third party to reproduce. This communication is not intended to predict any future events. 

Past performance is not indicative of future performance. FAB accepts no responsibility and makes no representation to 

you or to any third parties for, and has not independently verified, the quality, accuracy, timeliness, continued availability 
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or completeness of any data or calculations contained and/or referred to in this communication and FAB shall not be 

liable for any special, direct, indirect, incidental or consequential loss or damage which may be sustained because of the 

use of the information contained and/or referred to in this communication or otherwise arising in connection with the 

information contained and/or referred to in this communication, provided that this exclusion of liability shall not exclude or 

limit any liability under any law or regulation applicable to FAB that may not be excluded or restricted. The transactions 

and any products described herein may be subject to fluctuations of their mark-to-market price or value and such 

fluctuations may, depending on the type of product or security and the financial environment, be substantial. Where a 

product or transaction provides for payments linked to or derived from prices or yields of, without limitation, one or more 

securities, other instruments, indices, rates, assets or foreign currencies, such provisions may result in negative 

fluctuations in the value of and amounts payable with respect to such product prior to or at redemption. You should 

consider the implications of such fluctuations with your independent advisers. The products or transactions referred to in 

this communication may be subject to the risk of loss of some or all of your investment, for instance (and the examples 

set out below are not exhaustive), as a result of fluctuations in price or value of the product or transaction or a lack of 

liquidity in the market or the risk that your counterparty or any guarantor fails to perform its obligations or, if this the 

product or transaction is linked to the credit of one or more entities, any change to the creditworthiness of the credit of 

any of those entities. FAB (whether through the individual sales and/trading personnel involved in the preparation or 

issuance of this communication or otherwise) may from time to time have long or short principal positions and/or actively 

trade, for its own account and those of its customers, by making markets to its clients, in products identical to or 

economically related to the products or transactions referred to in this communication. FAB may also undertake hedging 

transactions related to the initiation or termination of a product or transaction, that may adversely affect the market price, 

rate, index or other market factor(s) underlying the product or transaction and consequently its value. FAB may have an 

investment banking or other commercial relationship with and access to information from the issuer(s) of securities, 

products, or other interests underlying a product or transaction. FAB may also have potential conflicts of interest due to 

the present or future relationships between FAB and any asset underlying the product or transaction, any collateral 

manager, any reference obligations or any reference entity. Any decision to purchase any product or enter into any 

transaction referred to in this communication should be based upon the information contained in any associated offering 

document if one is available (including any risk factors or investment considerations mentioned therein) and/or the terms 

of any agreement. Any securities which are the subject of this communication have not been and will not be registered 

under the United States Securities Act of 1933 as amended (the Securities Act) or any United States securities law, and 

may not be offered or sold within the United States or to, or for the account or benefit of, any US person, except pursuant 

to an exemption from, or in a product or transaction, not subject to, the registration requirements of the Securities Act. 

This communication is not intended for distribution to, or to be used by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country 

which distribution or use would be contrary to law or regulation. FAB may process your personal data to provide you with 

information or promotional and advertising communications on products, services, other events and campaigns. 

If you wish not to receive email from the Market Insights team at FAB, please click here to send us your request 

to unsubscribe, and you shall no longer receive such information. You can also let us know by contacting your 

usual FAB representative should you wish to no longer receive any such further information. You may be entitled 

according to the applicable laws to exercise your rights to access, to rectification, to erasure and to portability of your 

personal data, to restrict the use of and to object to the processing of your personal data. You may exercise any such 

aforesaid rights by sending your request to FAB at the following address: privacy@bankfab.com. 
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